2018
Round 4 Wrap Up
Seniors
Well what a game!!
Beaten soundly for three quarters by Craigieburn who were very quick around the
ground and showed us a clean pair of heels. Once again inaccurate kicking hurt us on
the scoreboard early.
At ¾ time and 43 points down DC really threw the team around, his message to the boys
was we are either going to lose this by 15 goals or we will win it. The game plan was
simple, drive it long and hard down the corridor and get it to the goal square as quickly
as possible where hopefully we can convert. Well it worked!! We piled on 6.7 in the last
quarter and won the game by 3points, 13.16.94 to 14.7.91
Brad Allen kicked 5 and was in the best along with Presti (3 goals) Diva, Deano, Kane
and Jake Gatto down back were our best.
Big game against finals contender Hillside next week.
Reserves
What a game, our start was solid, our transition work was great, work rate was fantastic
against a running side like Craigieburn.
In the first half, we had some polish from Becker, Scott, Browning-Hull and Daly with
some good inside entries in the first quarter and some great leading from our forwards.
Craigieburn really put the pressure on in the second quarter and the entire 3rd quarter.
Robbie Hudson and Luke Micaleff were our best for the day, some great defensive
pressure from Luke sacrificing his own game in the third, helped paved the way with
our performance in the 4th, Robbie’s finish in front of goal was excellent and helped us
get over the line after the siren.
Marcus Barresi, Bryce Barnard and Claudio Campos were in the best also.
Under 19’s
Our 19’s continue to grow as a team, with a lot of new players into this side it will take
time. Unfortunately, we went down to a very good side in East Keilor. But Labbs took a
lot of positives from the game and you can definitely see improvement every week.
Keep your heads-up boys, it will turn your way eventually.

